Leerdam and Krol seize first World Sprint titles

Jutta Leerdam (NED) claimed her first World Sprint crown at the ISU World Championships in Hamar on Friday. The 23-year-old Dutchwoman beat Femke Kok (NED) by 0.37s in the final 1000m to edge out her compatriot by 0.07 points in the overall classification. Vanessa Herzog (AUT) took bronze. It was the first time on the World Sprint Championships podium for all three women. In the men's tournament Thomas Krol (NED) also took his career first World Sprint title ahead of Kai Verbij (NED) and Håvard Lorentzen (NOR). All three men paid tribute to Laurent Dubreuil (CAN), who led the standings after the first day but had to withdraw due to a positive Covid-19 test.

Kok angry after false start

Kok had a difficult start to the second day of the Sprint Tournament. She and pair-mate Kimi Goetz (USA) initially did not notice that they were called back to the line after a late second shot from the starter in the 500m.

“I was pretty angry,” Kok said. “It was a very strange situation. I was already 30 metres underway, full gas, and my opponent as well, when suddenly a man with a flag came onto the track. There was a lot of noise from the crowd and we hadn’t heard a second shot or a whistle. It cost a lot of energy to start all-out for 50m, turn back when you’re already in the corner and you have to start again a minute later.”

Despite the turmoil, Kok set the fastest opener in 10.46s after the restart but coming off the first outer corner she encountered another problem. Although Goetz was slightly ahead, Kok could not change lanes behind her back. The Dutchwoman had more speed and eventually surged past in time for the change-up in front and she was the only one to stop the clock below 38 seconds, in 37.93s.

“I was so aggressive, my opener was good and the first corner too but then the backstretch was sh*t. I thought she would cross straight in front but she didn’t. It worked out well but I couldn’t just skate freely.”

Leerdam falls back to second

Despite her fast opener, Kok was 0.15s slower than she had been on the first day. Both Andzelika Wójcik (POL) and Herzog were also slower than they had been on Thursday, finishing second in 38.00s and third in 38.05s. Leerdam copied the time she set on Thursday. She had to give up the lead in the standings but she kept Kok in sight with a 0.11 point gap, 0.22 seconds in the 1000m.

“My 500m was better than yesterday but I still did not hit my strokes the way I can, so I always have to make up for it in the 1000m,” Leerdam said. “But it doesn’t have to be perfect when you win, apparently I had room for mistakes.”

Leerdam skated her 500m straight after Kok had her troubles with the false start. She said: “I was in the final race and I was preparing for the start when suddenly everything stops. I had to go for another (warm-up) lap again. That did not just affect her but me too.”
Mixed feelings

In the 1000m, Leerdam had troubles of her own at the start. She commented: “I was pretty nervous and I was shaking a little. The starter waited very long, probably because I was shaking, and then I got a false start. It just took too long to come to a standstill and that's why he blew the whistle.”

Once she was off the blocks, Leerdam got rid of the nerves. With a time of one minute, 14.96s she was the only one to stop the clock before 1:15. Kok skated in the final pairing. With 1:15.33 she was 0.15s short of defending her lead against Leerdam.

She looked back with mixed feelings: “I won the 500m twice and I felt so good today. My 1000m was good, I was one of the few who set a faster time than on the first day, and then to lose the title by a 0.07-point margin, that's a bummer. But on the other hand, this is my first ever World Sprint Championships and to be able to fight for the title makes me proud.”

Leerdam wants it all

Leerdam also took her first ever World Sprint Championships medal. She said: “I wanted this title so badly. Now I've got the World Sprint title, a World Single distance title (1000m in 2020) and an Olympic silver medal (2022 Beijing). When I also win an Olympic gold and a world record, I've got everything I want. And then I want more of the same.”

The win was an emotional one for Leerdam for another reason. Her coach Kosta Poltavets comes from Kharkiv in Ukraine. He was trackside to support Leerdam and his skater had her nails painted blue and yellow. She said: “He tries to be here and focus on helping me skate better but I can feel that he's emotionally involved with the war and that also affects me. When he is sad, I feel it too.”

Herzog makes Austria proud

Austrian Herzog finished third in the 1000m to secure third place in the final ranking too. “This is the first World Sprint medal for Austria ever,” she laughed. The 2019 World Champion in the 500m had finally managed to skate without pain after back troubles throughout the season. She said: “I'm pain free now, for four weeks. I was happy to be able to race in the Olympics (coming fourth in the 500m and eighth in the 1000m). The last time I did two races in one day was more than a year ago. I didn't know if I could do four races in two days, if my back would hold it. But I had enough energy for a pretty good 1000m today.”

Hearts go out to Dubreuil

“It sucks, you wouldn't wish that on anyone,” Krol said about Dubreuil's withdrawal. “That's why I don't celebrate too enthusiastically. I'm happy with the title because I did not have this one but I've got mixed feelings because Dubreuil showed that he was the best yesterday. The gap was not impossible, he'd still have had to skate for it, but it would have been a difficult one.”

Verbij agreed, saying: “Laurent was the red-hot favourite and it's a shame he had to withdraw. But someone has to win and Thomas skated best in four distances so he deserves it.” Lorentzen would probably not have been on the podium had Dubreuil been able to skate and he would rather have seen the Canadian on the ice: “I feel really sorry for him, but yeah, it’s always nice to take (a bronze medal),” said Lorentzen.

Dubreuil had posted on Instagram on Friday afternoon: “It will be very tough to watch the races, I wish good luck to all the remaining skaters.”
A prize at stake

With the Canadian absent, the remaining skaters began a new battle for the 2022 Sprint crown. “All of a sudden, there was something to win,” Verbij said. Krol started the day in the driver’s seat, with Verbij just 0.12 points behind. Lorentzen sat in third at 0.47 points and defending champion Tatsuya Shinhama (JPN) held fourth place at 0.55 points.

Opening in 10.01s and finishing in 35.27s, Krol was 0.17s slower than he had been in the 500m on Thursday. Verbij was not able to really take advantage, skating 35.07s instead of Thursday’s 34.83s himself. Verbij passed Krol in the ranking but the difference was only 0.16s. Lorentzen also dropped back in the 500m. With 35.30s, he ended up in sixth place.

Back to the old boots

With the 1000m yet to come, Krol was confident. “I knew my chances were good,” the Olympic 1000m champion said. He did not manage to skate another track record like Thursday, but one minute, 8.51s was enough to claim the title.

In the last pair Verbij needed to skate 1:08.67 to win and he went for an all-or-nothing strategy. After skating the first three distances on new boots, he decided to turn back to his old pair for the final effort. He said: “In the 500m the new boots still felt a bit uneasy and on the footage of my race I saw that (my strokes) had less length, and length is important (in the 1000m) not to wear out too fast. I was not going to get caught by the ones below me on the ranking, so I thought ‘let’s just try’ and I screwed my old boots back on my blades.”

Verbij finished in 1:08.92 to take third place in the 1000m and second in the final ranking. “It's a bit of a consolation prize,” he said. “But I did not have a silver medal in the World Sprint Championships yet. Now I’ve got the complete set - a gold, a silver and two bronzes.”

Making up lost ground

Lorentzen faced an uphill battle going into the 1000m but he thrived in front of an enthusiastic home crowd and crawled back from sixth to the podium, taking second place in the 1000m in 1:08.85. He made up over half a second on Shinhama, who eventually dropped to fifth, with Jordan Stolz (USA) claiming the overall fourth place.

Lorentzen was happy to follow up his Olympic 1000m bronze with another at the World Championships after fighting a back injury all season. He explained why the Sprint combination had been dominated by skaters who made the difference in 1000m instead of the 500m: “Especially in an Olympic season, people usually focus more on one distance and a guy like Shinhama told me that he has only been training for the 500m. You can see that in his 1000m, after 500m it's done. So that's a big advantage for us who skate fast in the 1000m because we also skate pretty good in the 500.”
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